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Abstract Forecasting the future states of a complex system is of paramount importance in many industrial applications covered in the community of Prognostics and
Health Management (PHM). Practically, states can be either continuous (the value
of a signal) or discrete (functioning modes). For each case, specific techniques exist.
In this paper, we propose an approach called EVIPRO-KNN based on case-based
reasoning and belief functions that jointly estimates the future values of the continuous signal and of the future discrete modes. A real datasets is used in order to
assess the performance in estimating future break-down of a real system where the
combination of both strategies provide the best prediction accuracies, up to 90%.

1 Introduction
Forecasting the future states of a complex system is a complicated task that arised
in many industrial applications covered in the community of Prognostics and Health
Management (PHM) such as locomotive’s health prediction [1], analysis of fleet of
vehicles [2] and turbofan engine monitoring [3]. Continuous states generally represent the value of a signal (an observation or a feature) and their prediction can
be made by Kalman-like procedures or by neural networks [4, 5], Discrete states
generally depict functioning modes reflecting the current degradation and its prediction can be performed by state machines such as Hidden Markov Models [6]. In
both cases, data-driven prognostics generally involves a training procedure where
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statistical models of the degradation are built. To cope with the problem of lack of
knowledge in PHM, case-based reasoning (CBR) was proposed as an alternative to
perform prognostics. For example, the method described in [3] demonstrated better
performance than neural network for continuous state prediction in a turbofan engine. For that, historical instances of the system - with condition data and known
failure time - were used to create a library of degradation models. Then, for a test
instance of the same system, the similarity between it and the degradation models
was evaluated generating a set of Remaining Useful Life (RUL) estimates which
were finally aggregated by a density estimation method. The main problem with the
approach described in [3] is the number of parameters that has to be estimated in order to apply it. Moreover, several parts of the algorithm relied on statistical learning
procedures requiring large amount of data.
In this paper, we propose an algorithm called EVIPRO-KNN that requires a training dataset composed of trajectories (historical information) plus uncertain knowledge about the possible states and has the following characteristics:
EVIPRO-KNN is a new prognostics approach based on belief functions: A trajectory similarity-based approach based on belief functions is proposed for prognostics. Belief functions were justly proposed to cope with lack of data in data
representation, combination and decision-making [7, 8, 9].
EVIPRO-KNN takes into account partial labelling on states: In some applications,
the training dataset is composed of continuous trajectories and of a set of labels
reflecting the current system state. If these labels are known only partially, then
belief functions can be used [10].
EVIPRO-KNN manages trajectories with different temporal length: The weighted
sum of trajectories used to compute the prediction of observations requires trajectories with the same length, that is generally false in most of applications. We
described two approaches to solve it.
EVIPRO-KNN is able to predict jointly continuous and discrete states: The prediction of the future sequence of states is performed jointly with the prediction of
continuous observations. These sequences allow the user to have access to the
online segmentation of the current observed data and generate accurate estimate
of the Remaining Useful Life (RUL) of the system. As far as we know, the joint
prediction of discrete states and of continuous observations was not considered
jointly in PHM applications nor in CBR-based prediction.

2 Background
At each time t, an observation vector Xt can be extracted from the observed system.
This system can be in one of the possible discrete states ω belonging to a set of S
exhaustive and exclusive states Ω = {ω1 , . . . , ωS }. The states can be imprecise and
uncertain due to aleatory uncertainty induced by the variability in observations and
to epistemic uncertainty induced by lack of knowledge. For that, we describe the
knowledge of states at time t by a belief function [7, 8, 9].
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The basis in the theory of belief functions is the basic belief assignment (BBA)
defined by: mt : 2Ω → [0, 1], S 7→ mt (S), with ∑A⊆Ω mt (A) = 1. The belief mass
mt (A) represents the uncertainty (since mt (A) ∈ [0, 1]) and imprecision (since A is
a subset with cardinality |A| ≥ 1) about the possible state of the system at t. Subset
A is composed of unions of singletons (ω ∈ Ω ) and thus represents explicitly the
doubt concerning the value of the state.
The training dataset used in EVIPRO-KNN is denoted L = {Ti }Ni=1 and is composed of N trajectories Ti defined by both a sequence of Q-dimensional observation
ti +|Ti |
vectors Xt ∈ ℜQ and their associated states Ti = {(Xti , mti )}t=t
. The i-th (continui
ous) trajectory begins at time ti and finishes at time ti + |Ti | where |Ti | is the length
of Ti . With each trajectory Ti is associated a set of blocks Bi where each block Bij
c j +W
, where
in this set corresponds to a sub-trajectory of length W : Bij = {(Xti , mti )}t=c
j
c j ∈ [ti , (ti + |Ti | − W )] is the starting time of the j-th block. The number of blocks
(and the range of index j) in the i-th trajectory depends on the length of the latter.
In some applications, the training dataset is composed of features and of a set
of labels reflecting the current system’s state. If the labels are known only partially,
then belief functions can be used [10]. The state can thus be known with uncertainty
and imprecision and can be described by a belief mass denoted mti , ∀i = 1 . . . N and
defined on the set of states Ω .

3 EVIPRO-KNN algorithm
Let now consider that a block of data Yt ∈ ℜQ of length W is available (obtained
from sensors located on the system). Given the training dataset and this observation, the goal is to predict an observation trajectory T̂t = {(X̂t ′ , m̂t ′ )}t+H
t ′ =t where H is
an horizon of prediction. The value of H will be set automatically as shown in the
sequel.
Step 1 - K-best trajectories determination: In this step, the K nearest trajectories to observations Yt are determined. For that, all trajectories in the training dataset L are scanned. For each trajectory Ti , the nearest block Bij∗ ∈ Bi to
the observation block Yt is found. Index j∗ of the best block Bij∗ in the i-th trajectory is given by: j∗ = argmin j,Bi ∈Bi D(Yt , Bij ). Note that all distances D are
j
measured using the Euclidean one as in most of the KNN-based algorithms [3].
Let denote c∗i the starting time of best block Bij∗ in the i-th trajectory. When the
best block in each trajectory has been found, all best blocks are sorted by as(i)
cending order according to their distance: D ij∗ ≡ D(Yt , Bij∗ ). Let D j∗ denote one
(1)

(2)

(i)

(N)

element of this partial ordering with D j∗ ≤ D j∗ ≤ . . . D j∗ ≤ . . . D j∗ . Finally,
the K best trajectories Tk , k = 1 . . . K are simply the ones associated to the K best
(1)
(2)
(k)
(K)
and sorted blocks: D j∗ ≤ D j∗ ≤ . . . D j∗ ≤ . . . D j∗ . The K selected trajectories
|T |

k
, k = 1 . . . K are composed of both a set of features Xt ∈ ℜQ and
Tk = {(Xtk , mtk )}t=c
k
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knowledge mt about the state. The next steps of the algorithm consists in aggregating trajectories Tk , k = 1 . . . K where two problems arised: 1) How to aggregate the
|Tk |
features {Xtk }t=c
, k = 1 . . . K in order to obtain a predicted set of features X̂t (Step
k
|T |

k
2)?, and 2) How to aggregate the knowledge about states {mtk }t=c
, k = 1 . . . K in
k
order to obtain a predicted knowledge m̂t (Step 3)?

Step 2 - Predicted observation trajectory: A simple and usual way to define a
predicted observation trajectory X̂t linked to the observation block Yt is to compute
the weighted average of the K sets of features:
K

∑ F k · Xlk , l = ck . . . |Tk |, h = 1 . . . P

X̂t+h =

(1)

k=1
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where P = |Tk | − ck + 1 defines the set of instants of prediction. The normalized
weights F k are obtained by the softmax function of the sorted distances:
(k)

Fk =

exp (−D j∗ )
′

(k )

∑Kk′ =1 exp (−D j∗ )

,k = 1...K

(2)

Equations 1 and 2 are directly used if the length of trajectories Tk , k = 1 . . . K are the
same. If it is not the case (and generally it is not), one can use a strategies consisting
in selecting an horizon of prediction equal to the length of the smallest trajectory.
For that, first, the trajectory with the smallest size is found: Ht = minKk=1 |Tk |, where
Ht can be seen as the horizon of prediction at time t. Then, for all trajectories,
only samples from ck to Ht are kept. After removal of samples located beyond Ht ,
Equations 1 and 2 can be directly used:
CS
X̂t+h
=

K

∑ F k · Xlk , l = ck . . . Ht , h = 1 . . . Ht

(3)

k=1

where CS stands for “Cautious Strategy” and Xhk is the value of features in trajectory
Tk taken at time h. The value of F k is given by Eq. 2. The main advantage of this
strategy is simplicity and efficiency since the horizon is gene rally shortened (to the
smallest trajectory) and thus providing more reliable predictions. The main drawback is that the horizon of prediction is justly made shorter and therefore reducing
forecasting capability.
At the end of step 2, the prediction of observation trajectory X̂t is known according to the observation block Yt and to the training dataset L . Note that exponential
smoothing using past prediction (X̂t−1 ) can be performed to improve temporal consistency [1] (not used in this paper).
Step 3 - Predicted sequence of states: It is concerned by the prediction of future
states. Two strategies are proposed: 1) Classification of predictions (CPS) and 2)
Direct projection of future state sequence (DPS).
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Classification of predictions strategy (CPS): This strategy consists in classifying the predicted observations given by step 2 into states. It requires the training of
classifiers able to discriminate the different states. For the sake of simplicity, we consider the multiclass classifier called Evidential K-nearest neighbours (EvKNN) [11].
This classifier is able to generate a belief mass on the possible states in Ω given an
observation. The main feature of this classifier is the possibility to manage belief
functions mti provided in the training dataset L (partially-supervised classification).
Given both a block of data B̂h centered around the predicted observation X̂t+h and
the training dataset L , the classifier provides a belief mass on the possible states:
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mCPS
t+h ← EvKNN classifier(L , B̂h )

(4)

From this belief mass, a hard decision can be made to estimate the state of the
current block by using the pignistic transform [9] which computes a probability
distribution (suited for decision-making) from the belief mass mCPS
t+h . Repeating this
process on blocks composing the predicted observation X̂t , one simply obtains a
sequence of states.
Direct projection of future state sequence (DPS): In order to avoid the dependency between state sequence prediction to observation prediction as in CPS, we
propose to exploit another strategy that is the direct projection of future state sequence. This second strategy draws benefits directly from the training dataset. The
main idea is to apply a similar reasoning as for features Xt but now for belief mass
mt . To go further in details, let consider the set of belief masses for the K nearest
neighbours, i.e. mtk , k = 1 . . . K,t = ck . . . |Tk |. These K belief masses can be considered as coming from distinct pieces of evidence so that the conjunctive rule of
combination ⊕ can be used:
DPS
= ⊕Kk=1 mkl , l = ck . . . |Tk |, h = 1 . . . P
m̂t+h

(5)

where DPS stands for “direct projection strategy” and P = |Tk |−ck +1. To decrease
the amount of conflict during the fusion process, we propose to use a discounting using the weights estimated in the KNN. The highest the weight, the less the discount,
meaning that the related BBA is trusted. Once the BBAs have been discounted, the
estimated belief mass at time t in DPS is given by Eq. 5.
Step 4 - Remaining Useful Life estimation: CPS and DPS fusion: To draw
DPS
benefits from both CPS and DPS approaches, the BBAs mCPS
t+h (Eq. 4) and mt+h
(Eq. 5) are combined and the resulting BBA is converted into a probability distribution from which a decision can be made [12]. Dempster’s rule is not adapted for
DPS
the fusion of CPS and DPS’s BBAs because mCPS
t+h and mt+h can not be considered
as coming from distinct bodies of evidence. Indeed: 1) CPS is a classification of
predictions resulting from the weighted combination of continuous predictions, and
2) DPS generates belief masses discounted by the weights, and therefore, both approaches depend on the weights. Moreover, both rely on the BBAs in the training
dataset L . Thus, the fusion may be performed using the cautious rule [13]:
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m̂t+h = mCPS
t+h

∧

DPS
mt+h

(6)

from which a decison concerning the state at time t + h can be made and the result is the estimation of a sequence of states ω̂t+h . Note that the neutral element is
not always the vacuous BBA [13], except for separable BBAs as the ones used in
evidential KNN exploited in CPS. In this case, if BBAs in the training dataset are
vacuous, then the fusion equals CPS.
RUL estimates: Let consiser this sequence of states but also all previous predicted sequences. Since each sequence is composed of possible transitions between
some states q and r, the set of time instants of transitions between both states is:
Iq→r = {t : ω̂t−1 = q and ω̂t = r}. To estimate the Remaining Useful Life (RUL) of
the system, it is sufficient to determine the location of the critical transition from
state q = “degrading state” to state r = q + 1 = “fault state”:
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transition q → r critical ⇒ RUL = µq,r − t

(7)

where µq,r is the estimated time from t to the transition between the degrading state
q and the faulty state r that can be computed by a median. It can be associated to a
dispersion σq→r that we computed using the interquartile range:
µq→r = median (Iq→r )
σq→r = Q3 − Q1

(8)

where Qi is the i-th quartile and nI = |Iq→r | is the number of elements in the set of
time instants of transition Iq→r .
Therefore, both methods for sequence prediction, CPS (classification) and DPS
(direct projection), assume that each trajectory in the training dataset is made of at
least two states, say “normal state” and “abnormal state”, and knowledge on these
states can be uncertain and imprecise and represented by belief functions.

4 First results, Conclusion and further work
Illustration : We considered the PHM’08 challenge data [14] that we segmented into
four states (available at http://www.femto-st.fr/˜emmanuel.ramasso/
PEPS_INSIS_2011_PHM_by_belief_functions.html). The first features
and the segmentation are depicted in Fig. 1 which underlines the difficulty of using
a statistical approach based on durations for degradation modelling [15].
Figure 2 depicts the sensitivity of the EVIPRO-KNN algorithm with respect to
the parameters K (number of neighbours) and W (window’s size). With K = 3 and
W = 30, one can expect results close to 90% on the considered dataset. The prediction was considered as correct when falling in the interval [−10, +13] around
the ground truth, and the beginning of the prediction was taken as the time-instant
corresponding to 75% of the length of the analysed trajectory (e.g. if the trajectory’s
length is equal to 240 then the starting time of the prediction was set to 180).
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Fig. 1 Left: Evolution of the first feature for all trajectories in the training dataset, and right: the
state sequences after decision-making based on the belief masses.
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Fig. 2 Left: Sensitivity to W and K.
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Fig. 3 The prediction appears in continuous bold line, while the real value is in dashed line.

Figure 3 illustrates the evolution of the differences at each time-step between
the estimated RUL and the real RUL for W = 30 and K = 3 where a convergence
to the real value is observed as expected: a good estimate of the RUL (in interval
[−10, 13]) is obtained at t = 90, so 180 time-units in advance.
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Conclusion and further work : EVIPRO-KNN is an online algorithm for prognostics and health detection working as case-based reasoning but managing uncertain
knowledge about the states that could be provided as belief functions in the training dataset. EVIPRO-KNN can predict sequence of continuous observations jointly
with discrete states enabling the user to have access to the online segmentation of
the current observed data and of predictions which is then used to estimate the RUL.
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